LONDON CELLO ORCHESTRA
Reviews
Tour of South Korea
“The London Cello Orchestra performed at the highest level. After the final encore the audience
continued to cheer and applaud the musicians as they left the stage.”
Min Shin-ae, newsshare.co.kr Busan

“The highly talented ensemble lived up to its worldwide reputation.”
Han Sung Mi, CBS No Cut News Seoul

“It was a colourful, unique and even exotic experience for me.”
Hong-Il, ndnnews Seoul

“The Orchestra made an unforgettable impression. I was drawn deeply into the sound of the ensemble.”
whiteink Seoul

“Everyone present enjoyed the concert. From the outset I could feel the warmth, kindness and energy
they put into their presentation, and the performance will remain with me for a long time. I hope the
London Cello Orchestra will visit us more often.”
lalawin.com Seoul

“A completely different experience—marvellous sound and refined playing executed at the highest
level. Conductor Geoffrey Simon gave us wonderful music. He made the audience happy with his
joyful presence.”
Choi Yoon-Sung, daum.net Seoul

General
“In a word: stunning. The playing of London’s top cellists is marvellous.”
Gramophone

“They produce a sound almost too beautiful to believe.... Gorgeous!”
Classical Collection

“The spread and depth of rich, massed cello sound is truly thrilling.”
Audio

“A CD which will suit anyone with a passion for Latin music, and a passion for the sumptuous strains
of the cello.”
AUSTA Magazine

“Lovers of the tango and bossa nova will be in seventh heaven; while even couch potatoes will find
that Latin Cello provides an experience of low-strung excellence.”
Classic CD Choice

“One of the most beautiful recordings of this kind of music that I have ever heard. The Cole Porter

Begin The Beguine is unbelievable in its beauty. I know I will wear out the album in no time.”
Michael Brooks

